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To Whom It May Concern

ERC Consulting Ltd along with Reflective Measurement Systems Ltd carried out a pilot project
for the Estonian Road Administration in spring 2017. The contract was to measure the
retroreflectivity (RL) on all main state roads and the data that was collected include the
following:
-

Time of the surveys
GPS coordinates
Retroreflectivity & Thresholds
Temperature
Humidity
Driving speed
Video recordings

Retroreflectivity surveys (in total 3722 km) were carried out using the RetroTek-M Dynamic
vehicle mounted Retroreflectometer.
The technology can be easily calibrated and operated by a single person. The driver of the
vehicle can set up the system to start the data collection process and then continue with
driving at normal speed following the regulations.
Reflective Measurements Systems Ltd helped with the initial attachment of the hardware
system onto the vehicle, plus the set-up of the software system. They also helped with any
further problems and questions about the technology.
The technology allows the surveys to be made across the full lane width making the whole
process more cost efficient, as only one pass is required per lane. The retroreflectivity of all the
road markings like lines, arrows and other symbols, as well as the presence of road markers
like studs and barriers were measured at the same time. The data results were provided to the
Contractor in excel format. The files included the survey results of each lane on every
measured state road. Video-still recordings of the surveys were taken from both directions on
a main road.
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The Contractor was given access to the MultiView-O-Online site to view all the survey results in
geo-referenced format with interactive mapping and video.
ERC Consulting Ltd along with Reflective Measurement Systems Ltd performed the complete
survey project, post survey collation and digital representation in accordance with the
contract.
The Contract was performed to the satisfaction of the Estonian Road Administration and
delivered in June 2017.

Sincerely Yours

Tiit Kaal
Member of the Board
ERC Consulting Ltd.

